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Young Adult: 
The Girl From the Sea by Molly Ostertag -
GRAPHIC OST
Fifteen-year-old Morgan has a secret: She can't
wait to escape the perfect little island where she
lives. Because really, Morgan's biggest secret is
that she has a lot of secrets, including the one
about wanting to kiss another girl. Then one night,
Morgan is saved from drowning by a mysterious
girl named Keltie.

Himawari House by Harmony Becker -
GRAPHIC BEC
When Nao returns to Tokyo to reconnect with her
Japanese heritage, she books a yearlong stay at
the Himawari sharehouse. There she meets
Hyejung and Tina. The trio live together, share
meals, and even attend the same Japanese-
language school, which results in them becoming
fast friends.

I Am Not Starfire by Mariko Tamaki - GRAPHIC
TAM
Seventeen-year-old Mandy, who dyes her hair
black and hates almost everyone, is not like her
mother, the tall, sparkly alien superhero Starfire,
so when someone from Starfire's past arrives,
Mandy must make a choice about who she is and
if she should risk everything to save her mom.

https://plainsborolibrary.org/about-us/
https://www.goodreads.com/book/show/42902296-stay
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You can't tell whether people
are gay by what they look like.
And gay or straight aren't the
only two options.

Heaststopper, Alice Oseman
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Over My Dead Body by Sweeney Boo -
GRAPHIC BOO
One day, everything was exactly as it was
supposed to be. And the next, the closest thing
Abby ever had to a sister, Noreen, was just...
gone. Distracted by the annual preparations for
the Samhain festival, Abby's classmates are quick
to put Noreen's disappearance aside. The Coven
will find her, Abby's friends say. They have it under
control. But Abby can't let it go.
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Whistle: A New Gotham City Hero by E.
Lockhart - GRAPHIC LOC
Sixteen-year-old Willow Zimmerman reconnects
with estranged family friend and real estate
tycoon E. Nigma, but after he helps her earn
enough for medical treatments for her mom she is
attacked by the monstrous Killer Croc and upon
waking after the fight she gains powers and
insight she will need to make the right choices.

Heartstopper by Alice Oseman - GRAPHIC OSE
Boy meets boy. Boys become friends. Boys fall in
love. A sweet and charming coming-of-age story
that explores friendship, love, and coming out.

Squire by Sara Alfageeh - GRAPHIC ALF
Hiding her status as a girl from conquered lands
while training as a Squire on her quest to become
a Knight, the only path to true citizenship, Aiza
navigates friendships and rivalries until she
discovers the military's endgame.

Wingbearer by Marjorie M. Liu - GRAPHIC LIU
Zuli is extraordinary--she just doesn't realize it yet.
Raised by mystical bird spirits in the branches of
the Great Tree, she's never ventured beyond this
safe haven. She's never had to. Until now. When a
sinister force threatens the life-giving magic of
the tree, Zuli, along with her guardian owl, Frowly,
must get to the root of it. 

Pixels Of You by Ananth Hirsh - GRAPHIC HIR
In a near future New York City of cyber
augmentation and artificial intelligence, Indira
and Fawn, two competitive interns in an art
gallery, work together on a photography project,
turning a rivalry into a friendship and perhaps
something more.

Messy Roots by Laura Gao - GRAPHIC GAO
Seamlessly toggling between past and present,
this funny graphic memoir follows a queer
Chinese American's immigration to Texas where
she just wants to make the basketball team,
escape Chinese school, and figure out why she is
attracted to girls.

Slip by Marika McCoola - GRAPHIC MCC
A young pottery student finds her artistic voice
and first love at an art camp, while also coping
with feelings of guilt and worry about her best
friend, who recently attempted suicide. 

The Well by Jake Wyatt - GRAPHIC WYA
Known to friends and family as Lizzy, she takes
care of her grandfather and their goats, she flirts
with the woman who helps row the ferry, and she
stays away from the fog that comes in the night --
and the monsters hiding within it. But Lizzy's life
comes apart when she steals a handful of coins
from a sacred well to cover a debt. The well
requires repayment, but it doesn't deal in coins.

The Curie Society by Janet Harvey - GRAPHIC
CUR
The Curie Society follows a team of young women
recruited by an elite secret society--originally
founded by Marie Curie--with the mission of
supporting the most brilliant female scientists in
the world. 

Blackwater by Jenannette Arroyo - GRAPHIC
ARR
Tony Price is a popular high school track star and
occasional delinquent aching for his dad’s
attention and approval. Eli Hirsch is a quiet boy
with a chronic autoimmune disorder that has
ravaged his health and social life. What happens
when these two become unlikely friends (and a
whole lot more...) in the spooky town of
Blackwater, Maine?

Cheer Up: Love and Pompoms by Crystal
Frasier - GRAPHIC FRA
Annie is a smart, antisocial lesbian starting her
senior year of high school who's under pressure to
join the cheerleader squad to make friends and
round out her college applications. Her former
friend BeBe is a people-pleaser, a trans girl who
must keep her parents happy with her grades and
social life in order to maintain their support of her
transition.

After the Rain by John Jennings - GRAOHIC
OKO
The drama takes place in a small Nigerian town
during a violent and unexpected storm. A
Nigerian-American woman named Chioma
answers a knock at her door and is horrified to
see a boy with a severe head wound standing at
her doorstep. He reaches for her,and his touch
burns like fire.


